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E. H. FORMAN 
School of Government and Business Administration, George Washington University, Washington, 
DC 20052, U.S.A. 
Abstract-The determination of priorities based on relative rather than absolute worth is sometimes 
questioned. This is surprising since it is commonly accepted that economic value is dependent on scarcity, 
and scarcity is by its very nature a relative property. This paper illustrates that when deriving priorities, 
relative worth is usually more appropriate than absolute worth, even though the results may sometimes 
seem counterintuitive. This paper also examines problems that can transpire if absolute rather than relative 
worth is used in situations where additional alternatives are subsequently introduced into an analysis. 
1. RELATIVE WORTH 
Economic value is greatly affected by scarcity. According to most authors, the primary concern of 
economics is scarcity.? By definition, scarcity is a relative concept. Salt, valued by humans for its 
taste and food-preserving properties, was once scarce and expensive, while today it is abundant 
and inexpensive. The scarcity of gold makes it worth much more than its intrinsic value as a metal 
with low electrical resistance and nonoxidizing characteristics. Aluminum, on the other hand, is 
inexpensive because of its abundance, in spite of its high strength-to-mass ratio. 
In an absolute sense, the precious air we breathe and water we drink are more valuable to life 
than most anything else. However, because air and water are so abundant, their economic value 
is quite low. While these ideas are intuitive to most people, the notion of relative worth as used in 
the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [Z] may sometimes appear to produce results that are 
counterintuitive. Consider the example (shown in an AHP model in Fig. 1) in which three basketball 
players are to be prioritized according to their offensive and defensive abilities. 
ILLUSTRATE THAT RELATIVE WORTH IS SOMETIMES COUNTERINTUITIVE 
III GOAL 
GOAL - - - 
DEFENSE --- 
GREAT D - - - 
GREAT-O - - - 
OFFENSE --- 
ROUNDED --- 
ILLUSTRATE THAT RELATIVE WORTH IS SOMETIMES COUNTER INTUITIVE 
DEFENSIVE BASKETBALL ABILITIES 
GREAT DEFENSIVE PLAYER, ACCEPTABLE OFFENSIVE ABILITIES 
GREAT OFFENSIVE PLAYER, ACCEPTABLE DEFENSIVE ABILITIES 
OFFENSIVE BASKETBALL ABILITITES 
A PLAYER BETTER THAN AVERAGE IN OFFENSIVE AND DEFENSIVE ABILITY 
Fig. 1. Illustration that relative worth is sometimes counterintuitive. 
The first of the three basketball players (called GREAT-0 in the model) is an offensive superstar 
who has acceptable defensive abilities. The second player (called GREAT-D in the model) is a 
defensive superstar with acceptable offensive abilities. The third player (called ROUNDED in the 
model) is a well-rounded player with above average skills in both offense and defense. 
We will assume that team management has judged offensive and defensive abilities to be equally 
important. 
t Kohler [I] wrote that.. “the primary concern of economics is scarcity”, 
economic problem is scarcity”. 
and emphasized this by stating that,. “the 
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Suppose we assume that, with respect to offense, GREAT-0 (the offensive superstar) is twice as 
preferable as ROUNDED. Also suppose that ROUNDED is twice as preferable as GREAT-D 
(We will also assume perfect internal consistency in the judgments, making GREAT-0 four times 
as preferable as GREAT-D). These judgments and the resulting priorities are shown in Fig. 2.t 
GREAT 0 ROUNDED - GREAT-D 
GREAT 0 2.0 4.0 
ROUNDED 2.0 
GREAT D - 
Matrix entry indicates that ROW element is 
1 EQUALLY 3 MODERATELY 5 STRONGLY 7 VERY STRONGLY 9 EXTREMELY 
more PREFERABLE than COLUMN element 
unless enclosed in parentheses. 
GREAT 0 :GREAT OFFENSIVE PLAYER, ACCEPTABLE DEFENSIVE ABILITIES 
ROUNDED :A PLAYER BETTER THAN AVERAGE IN OFFENSIVE AND DEFENSIVE ABILITY 
GREAT D :GREAT DEFENSIVE PLAYER, ACCEPTABLE OFFENSIVE ABILITIES - 
0.571 
GREAT 0 - 
0.286 
ROUNDED 
0.143 
GREAT-D 
INCONSISTENCY RATIO = 0.000 
Fig 2. Judgments and priorities with respect to offense < goal. 
Suppose we make similar judgments about the preference of the three players relative to their 
defensive abilities. The judgments and resulting priorities are shown in Fig. 3. Because of the 
GREAT 0 ROUNDED - GREAT-D 
GREAT 0 
ROUNDED 
(2.0) (4.0) 
(2.0) 
GREAT-D 
Matrix entry indicates that ROW element is 
1 EQUALLY 3 MODERATELY 5 STRONGLY 7 VERY STRONGLY 9 EXTREMELY 
more PREFERABLE than COLUMN element 
unless enclosed in parentheses. 
GREAT 0 
ROUNDED 
GREAT D - 
0.143 
GREAT-0 
0.286 
ROUNDED 
0.571 
GREAT-D 
:GREAT OFFENSIVE PLAYER, ACCEPTABLE DEFENSIVE ABILITIES 
:A PLAYER BETTER THAN AVERAGE IN OFFENSIVE AND DEFENSIVE ABILITY 
:GREAT DEFENSIVE PLAYER, ACCEPTABLE OFFENSIVE ABILITIES 
INCONSISTENCY RATIO = 0.000 
Fig. 3. Judgments and priorities with respect to defense < goal. 
t Because the judgments in this example are perfectly consistent, the algebra is extremely straightforward. The results 
follow from the relative assignment of worth (as is normally the case with the AHP), but do not in any way depend on the 
use of eigenvector solutions to calculate the priorities. 
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symmetry of these judgments, most people would intuitively expect that the overall result would 
have the three players equally preferred. For example, if you considered the two players 
GREAT-0 and GREAT-D, the former is twice as preferabie as the latter with respect to offense, 
while the latter is twice as preferable as the former with respect to defense. Since offense and defense 
are assumed to be equally important, these two players should be equally preferable. Similarly, if 
we were to consider the two players ROUNDED and GREAT-D, the former is twice as preferable 
as the latter with respect to offense, and the latter is twice as preferable as the former with respect 
to defense. Again, since offense and defense are assumed to be equally important, these two players 
should be equally preferable. 
However, this is not, and should not be, the case! The results shown in the synthesis (see Fig. 4) 
show that ROUNDED is actually less preferable than GREAT-0 or GREAT-D. This result may 
at first appear to be counterintuitive. However, careful reflection reveals that this analysis is indeed 
correct. Figures 5a-e will help explain why ROUNDED is, and should be, less preferable than 
either GREAT-0 or GREAT-D. To see this, let us focus our attention on the two players 
ROUNDED and GREAT-D. 
The “pie” in Fig. 5a is first divided into two equal halves, so that the “offensive” pie is 50% and 
the “defensive” pie is 50%. (Note: for illustrative purposes, the two halves have been reshaped into 
“full” pies in Figs 5b and 5c, each of which has half the area of the original “pie”.) 
Consider the offensive half (the left-hand side of Fig. 5a), which is redrawn to scale in Fig. 5b. 
Before looking at the size of the offensive pie that each of the two players in question (ROUNDED 
and GREAT-D) will receive, we note from Fig. 2 that their combined share of the offensive pie is 
42.9%. This share is redrawn to scale as a circle in Fig. 5d. 
Now consider the defensive half (the right-hand side of Fig. 5b), which is redrawn to scale in 
LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
OFFENSE PO.500 
GREAT 0 =0.286 
ROUNDED =0.143 
GREAT D -0.071 
DEFENSE -0.500 - 
. 
. 
GREAT 0 0.357 - 
GREAT D 0.357 - 
ROUNDED 0.286 
=z=== 
1.000 
LEVEL 3 
- _ _ _ _ _ _ 
LEVEL 4 
_______ 
GREAT 0 -0.071 
ROUNDED X0.143 
GREAT D -0.286 - 
OVERALL INCONSISTENCY INDEX = 0.00 
LEVEL 5 
_ _ _ - _ _ _ 
GREAT D -- - 
GREAT-O --- 
GREAT DEFENSIVE FLAYER, ACCEPTABLE OFFENSIVE ABILITIES 
ROUNDED --- 
GREAT OFFENSIVE PLAYER, ACCEPTABLE DEFENSIVE ABILITIES 
A PLAYER BETTER THAN AVERAGE IN OFFENSIVE AND DEFENSIVE ABILITY 
Fig. 4. Illustration that relative worth is sometimes counterintuitive-tally for synthesis of leaf nodes with 
respect to goal. 
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(b) 
J 
(d) 
(e) 
Figs 5a-e 
Fig. 5c. Before looking at the size of the defensive pie each of the two players in question 
(ROUNDED and GREAT-D) will receive, we note from Fig. 3 that their combined share of the 
defensive pie is 85.7%. This share is redrawn to scale as a circle in Fig. 5e. 
The asymmetry of what first appeared to be symmetrical is now apparent since the “offensive 
pie” (Fig. 5d) that is shared 2/3 and 1/3t between ROUNDED and GREAT-D is obviously smaller 
than the “defensive pie” (Fig. 5e) that is shared l/3 and 2/3$ between these players. 
The key concept is that the amount of pie shared between these two players is not absolute, but 
depends on, or is relative to, the other player in the analysis. Although the result may have first 
appeared to be counterintuitive, it is correct since economic value is a relative matter. 
2. ADDITIONAL ALTERNATIVES AND RANK REVERSAL 
To expand on this idea, consider what should happen if we were to add several other players to 
the analysis, each of whom is similar in abilities to the GREAT-0 player. The relative value of 
the great offensive players should diminish such that the GREAT-D player is now most preferred. 
The larger the number of great offensive players that are available, the less should be their relative 
t Recall thar the ROUNDED player was judged to be twice as preferable as the GREAT-D player with respect to 
offense. 
1 Recall that the GREAT-D player was judged to be twice as preferable as the ROUNDED player with respect to 
defense. 
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value. In fact, if we add enough great offensive players to the model, the value of a great offensive 
player would diminish enough so that a ROUNDED player becomes more preferable than a great 
offensive player. That this does indeed happen is shown in Figs 6 and 7.7 This phenomenon, 
called a rank reversal by some people [3], is what should occur when value is determined by relative 
rather than absolute worth. 
What would happen if we were to use an absolute, rather than a relative weighting scheme? 
Figures 8aa8c show a model in which a “rating” is derived for each of the players, independent of 
the other players. The weights for the ratings are first derived in a pairwise relative fashion, (Figs 
8b and 8c) and are then applied to each of the players in an absolute fashion (Fig. 9). The judgments 
made to determine the weights are parallel to those made earlier, i.e. with respect to offense, a 
player with offensive abilities similar to GREAT-0 is twice as preferable as a player with offensive 
abilities similar to ROUNDED who in turn is twice as preferable as a player with offensive abilities 
GOAL 
DEFENSE 
GREAT D 
GREAT-O 
GREAT-02 
GREAT-03 
GREAT-04 
GREAT-05 
OFFENSE 
ROUNDED 
__- 
_ _ _ 
___ 
__- 
_ _ - 
___ 
- _ - 
___ 
- _ _ 
_ _ _ 
L 1.000 
G 1.000 
-GREAT 0 
L 0.114 
G 0.087 
-ROUNDED 
L 0.087 
G 0.043 
-GREAT D 
L o.oa3 
G 0.022 
-GREAT 02 
L 0.174 
G 0.087 
-GREAT 03 
L 0.174 
G 0.087 
-GREAT 04 
L 0.174 
G 0.087 
-GREAT 05 
L 0.174 
G 0.087 
-GREAT 0 
L 0.031 
G 0.045 
-ROUNDED 
L 0.182 
G 0.091 
-GREAT D 
L 0.3z4 
G 0.182 
-GREAT 02 
L 0.031 
G 0.045 
-GREAT 03 
L O.OVl 
G 0.045 
-GREAT 04 
L 0.031 
G 0.045 
-GREAT 05 
L 0.031 
G 0.045 
ILLUSTRATE THAT RELATIVE WORTH IS SOMETIMES COUNTERINTUITIVE 
DEFENSIVE BASKETBALL ABILITIES 
GREAT DEFENSIVE PLAYER, ACCEPTABLE OFFENSIVE ABILITIES 
GREAT OFFENSIVE PLAYER, ACCEPTABLE DEFENSIVE ABILITIES 
ANOTHER GREAT OFFENSIVE PLAYER 
STILL ANOTHER GREAT OFFENSIVE PLAYER 
STILL ANOTHER GREAT OFFENSIVE PLAYER 
STILL ANOTHER GREAT OFFENSIVE PLAYER 
OFFENSIVE BASKETBALL ABILITITES 
A PLAYER BETTER THAN AVERAGE IN OFFENSIVE AND DEFENSIVE ABILITY 
L ___ LOCAL PRIORITY: PRIORITY RELATIVE TO PARENT 
G --_ GLOBAL PRIORITY: PRIORITY RELATIVE TO GOAL 
Fig. 6. Illustration that relative worth is sometimes counterintuitive. 
t Figures 6 and 7 show the model with four more great offensive players added. 
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OVERALL INCONSISTENCY INDEX = 0.00 
GREAT D 0.204 - 
ROUNDED 0.134 
GREAT 0 0.132 - 
GREAT 02 0.132 
GREAT 03 0.132 - 
GREAT 04 0.132 
==z== 
1.000 
GREAT D --- GREAT DEFENSIVE PLAYER, ACCEPTABLE OFFENSIVE ABILITIES 
GREAT-O --- GREAT OFFENSIVE PLAYER, ACCEPTABLE DEFENSIVE ABILITIES 
GREAT-02 --- ANOTHER GREAT OFFENSIVE PLAYER 
GREAT-03 --- STILL ANOTHER GREAT OFFENSIVE PLAYER 
GREAT-04 --- STILL ANOTHER GREAT OFFENSIVE PLAYER 
GREAT-05 --- STILL ANOTHER GREAT OFFENSIVE PLAYER 
ROUNDED --- A PLAYER BETTER THAN AVERAGE IN OFFENSIVE AND DEFENSIVE ABILITY 
Fig. 7. Illustration that relative worth is sometimes counterintuitivee synthesis ofleafnodes with respect 
to goal. 
GOAL --- 
ABV AVG --- 
ACCEPTBL --- 
DEFENSE --- 
GREAT --- 
OFFENSE --- 
L ___ 
G _-_ 
L 1.000 
G 1.000 
-GREAT 
L 0.571 
G 0.286 
-ABV AVG 
L 0.286 
G 0.143 
-ACCEPTBL 
L 0.143 
G 0.071 
-GREAT 
L 0.571 
G 0.286 
-ABV AVG 
L 0.286 
G 0.143 
-ACCEPTBL 
L 0.143 
G 0.071 
ILLUSTRATE THAT RELATIVE WORTH IS SOMETIMES COUNTERINTUITIVE 
ABOVE AVERAGE 
ACCEPTABLE 
DEFENSIVE BASKETBALL ABILITIES 
GREAT PLAYER 
OFFENSIVE BASKETBALL ABILITITES 
LOCAL PRIORITY: PRIORITY RELATIVE TO PARENT 
GLOBAL PRIORITY: PRIORITY RELATIVE TO GOAL 
Fig. 8a. Illustration that relative worth is sometimes counterintuitive 
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GREAT ABV AVG ACCEPTBL 
GREAT 2.0 4.0 
ABV AVG 2.0 
ACCEPTBL 
Matrix entry indicates that ROW element is 
1 EQUALLY 3 MODERATELY 5 STRONGLY 7 VERY STRONGLY 9 EXTREMELY 
more PREFERABLE than COLUMN element 
unless enclosed in parentheses. 
GREAT :GREAT PLAYER 
ABV AVG :ABOVE AVERAGE 
ACCEPTBL :ACCEPTABLE 
0.571 
GREAT 
0.286 
ABV AVG 
0.143 
ACCEPTBL 
GREAT 
ABV AVG 
ACCEPTBL 
INCONSISTENCY RATIO = 0.000 
Fig. 8b. Judgments and priorities with respect o offense < goal. 
GREAT ABV AVG ACCEPTBL 
2.0 4.0 
2.0 
Matrix entry indicates that ROW element is 
1 EQUALLY 3 MODERATELY 5 STRONGLY 7 VERY STRONGLY 9 EXTREMELY 
more PREFERABLE than COLUMN element 
unless enclosed in parentheses. 
GREAT :GREAT P-LAYER 
ABV AVG :ABOVE AVERAGE 
ACCEPTBL :ACCEPTABLE 
0.571 
GREAT 
0.286 
ABV AVG 
0.143 
ACCEPTBL 
INCONSISTENCY RATIO = 0.000 
Fig. SC. Judgments and priorities with respect o defense < goal. 
similar to GREAT-D. 
With only the three players, GREAT-O, ROUNDED and GREAT-D, the results of the analysis 
are identical to those previously derived, as can be seen by comparing Figs 4 and 9. 
0 SCORE D SCORE PRTY 
------_ ___-___ _____ 
GREAT OFFENSIVE 0.2857 0.0714 0.357 
GREAT DEFENSIVE 0.0714 0.2857 0.357 
WELL ROUNDED 0.1429 0.1429 0.286 
=IIILPIIII=IIPIII* 
0.5000 0.5000 
CRITERIA % 50% 50% 
Fig. 9 
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Now let us add four additional players, each of whom is similar in abilities to GREAT 0 (see 
Fig. 10). Since each of the players is evaluated independently of the other players, a playerg score 
does not change when other players are added to the model. Therefore, the relative scores of any 
two players do not change either (see Fig. 10). The results of this analysis show that those players 
with abilities similar to GREAT-0 are equally as preferable as GREAT-D, in spite of the fact 
that there are now so many of them. This approach is clearly not correct for those situations in 
which economic worth is determined by scarcity. 
Furthermore, if we examine the percentage of the weight given for offensive and defensive abilities 
in Figs 9 and 10, we see that the 50-50 allocation for the base case in Fig. 9 has automatically 
changed to 68 for offense and 32 for defense in Fig. 10. This change is opposite in direction to 
what should take place, since the increased abundance of great offensive players should certainly 
not make offense more valuable! 
0 SCORE D SCORE PRTY 
---__-__ _______ _____ 
GREAT DEFENSIVE 0.0714 0.2857 0.147 
GREAT OFFENSIVE 0.2857 0.0714 0.147 
GREAT 02 0.2857 0.0714 0.147 
GREAT 03 0.2857 0.0714 0.147 
GREAT 04 0.2857 0.0714 0.147 
GREAT 05 0.2857 0.0714 0.147 
ROUNDED 0.1429 0.1429 0.118 
====q============= 
1.6428 0.7856 
CRITERIA % 68% 32% 
Fig. 10 
This phenomenon does not happen with the AHP approach. The only way that the distribution 
of weights would change with the AHP would be if the decision-maker changed some judgment(s) 
based on the fact that the universe under consideration has changed. In fact, with the AHP 
approach, a change in judgment(s) would result in less weight for offense and more to defense 
because of the new abundance of great offensive players. 
3. CONCLUSION 
According to basic economic fundamentals, worth is a relative notion. The AHP adheres to these 
fundamentals. The author believes that relative worth, rather than absolute worth, reflects the basic 
economic concepts appropriate in most decisions. 
Even if one decides that worth is to be determined in an absolute rather than a relative manner 
for a particular application, the AHP can still be used. To do so, an AHP model can be developed 
to derive priorities for levels of performance, or “ratings”, with respect to each criterion (e.g. 
Excellent, Average, Poor). These ratings will be ratio scale numbers. Then each alternative is 
assigned a rating relative to each criterion and the AHP derived priorities for the ratings are used 
to determine the alternative’s score. The score of any alternative can be compared relative to any 
other alternative, and the ranking and prioritization are straightforward. However, each alternative’s 
score is absolute in the sense that it will not be a function of either the number of other alternatives 
nor the attributes of other alternatives. 
The choice between using a relative or absolute worth approach is part of the decision modeling 
process. Those making the choice should be aware of the appropriateness and implications regarding 
the underlying assumptions, the number of required judgments (using the relative approach for a 
large number of alternative would require a very large number of comparisons) and the sensitivity 
of the results to changes in the model (such as the addition or deletion of alternatives). 
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